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WADA’s Education Committee (Committee) met in-person on 19 September 2022 ahead of the Global Education Conference. The outcomes and key summary of agreements made by the Education Committee are outlined below.

1. The Education Committee Chair welcomed members and introduced the meeting, Agenda and shared updates and observations since the last meeting.

2. The Committee accepted the apologies received from Committee member (Leonardo Mataruna Dos Santos), the Council of Europe representative (Liene KOZLOVSKA) and UNESCO representative (Raluca PETRE-SANDOR).

3. The Committee received an update on WADA’s activities and the Education Department activities since the last meeting.
4. The Committee was presented with an overview on the Global Education Conference Program, to enable members to take on their role as a speaker and/or moderators, and to understand their responsibilities as members for the duration of the event. The committee emphasised the benefits of receiving additional information about the event's core messaging that was shared with them for discussion and finalization.

5. The Committee was provided with an update on the measures being taken to assess Anti-Doping Organizations compliance with the International Standard for Education. Members were given an update on the Tier 1 Code Compliance Questionnaire experience from signatories’ perspective, as well as an overview of Tier 2 progress made so far.

6. The Committee heard an update on the Global Learning and Development Framework (GLDF) including feedback and positive highlights received from the evaluation process to the next phase of development through the Erasmus+ funded project which will support the next phase of GLDF development.

7. The Committee was presented with an update of the work done to date by the Committee sub-group. The Committee sub-group lead highlighted the progress made on the development of non-digital resources for ADEL.

8. The Committee shared feedback and provided insights regarding the proposed draft Education Strategy outcomes. Members discussed the updated SPIRIT terminology and agreed the tweaked wording, supporting its use and promotion at the GEC to sense check with stakeholders the direction of a longer-term strategy for education.

9. The Committee members was reminded of the next informal and final meeting of the year, which would be ad hoc and held virtually on 7 December.